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Freed Frenchmen greeted in Paris
PARIS (AP) - Two Frenchmen freed
by Shiite Moslem kidnappers after
months of captivity in Lebanon came
home yesterday and were greeted by
Premier Jacques Chirac, who thanked
Syria for helping arrange the release.
Camille Sontag, 85, and Marcel Coudari, 54, were released in west Beirut
Monday night and turned over to
French envoys in Damascus, Syria,
less than 12 hours later.
When they arrived at Orly airport
outside Paris, Chirac thanked Syria,
Saudia Arabia and Algeria for helping
arrange the release of the captives.
Coudari, when asked if he had news
of other French hostages, replied: "No.
But I can tell you that things will

happen soon." Asked if he was certain,
Coudari said: "Well, yes, more or less,
more or less."
He told reporters, citing "a pretty
official source," that French hostage
Michel Seurat apparently had died of
natural causes. Hie pro-Iranian Shiite
Moslem group Islamic Jihad announced March 5 that he had been
killed.
Sontag came down the steps of the
French jet into the arms of his 84-yearold wife, and they hugged and kissed as
Chirac beamed. Blanche Sontag then
fumbled in her handbag and handed a
small object to her husband - apparently a replacement for the hearing aid

broken during his abduction.
EARLIER IN Damascus, both men
looked well after their ordeal, but the
white-haired Sontag appeared frail and
nervous. He was supported by two
burly Syrian officials when he walked
into a chandeliered room in the Syrian
Foreign Ministry for yesterday's handover formalities.
Coudari, a businessman, chainsmoked American cigarettes as he and
Sontag, a retired auto dealer, waited
for more than an hour in an anteroom,
sipping thick Arabic coffee from small
blue cups.
He said Sontag was held in an underground prison in south Beirut with five
other Western captives.

Speaking for Sontag, Coudari said
one of the prisoners was an Irishman.
Brian Keenan, an Irish teacher, was
kidnapped in west Beirut April 11 and
has not been heard from since. He is is
the only Irishman among 17 foreigners
still missing in Lebanon.
No group has claimed Keenan's kidnapping or made any demands for his
release.
The identities and nationalities of the
other four men were not known. Coudari said Sontag saw them but was not
allowed to talk to them.
SONTAG CONVEYED, however,
that one prisoner slipped him a scrap of
paper
Monday on which was written:
f
'I am Irish. Please tell my family."

According to Coudari, Sontag did not
know whether Americans were among
the other prisoners. Six Americans are
among the missing.
The group that held Coudari and
Sontag, the Revolutionary Justice Organization, also claimed it kidnapped
Americans Frank Reed and Edward
Tracy.
Coudari said he had lived for 12 years
in Lebanon and 13 in Syria. He was
kidnapped in west Beirut in February,
but Revolutionary Justice first said it
held him on Sept. 24. Coudari did not
explain the time lag.
Sontag, a Beirut resident for more
than 40 years, was abducted May 7.
G See Hostages, page 3.

Brrrr! Cold spell
expected to last
by Michelle Fisher
staff reporter

Yesterday morning s snowfall and chilling temperatures caught Bowling
Green by surprise. Temperatures are expected to drop even more as

Alex Horvath
the week goes on. signaling the start of another Northwest Ohio
winter.

Although winter doesn't officially start until Dec. 21, you
might have thought differently with the winter-cold
temperatures and falling
snow yesterday.
Temperatures dropped to a
low of 33 degrees Monday
night and are expected to
drop drastically throughout
the week to possibly single
digits, Glen Frey, associate
professor of geography-meteorology, said.
"This is the time for the
storms to come," Frey said.
"There's a good chance that
it will get down to five or six
degrees by the end of the
week and could set an alltime cold record."
Cold air masses from North
and South Dakota will move
into Ohio without it warming
up too much, Frey said.
"The high pressure system
is coming in and by the end of
this week it will be something
to talk about," he said.
The quick change in temperatures almost overnight is
unusual, Frey said. Over the
weekend, temperatures

soared to 70 degrees locally,
and in the Southern states,
record-breaking 85- to 90-def-ee temperatures existed,
ut with the low temperatures and snowfall yesterday,
Northwest Ohio may have
seen the last of autumn
weather.
However, Frey said snow at
this time of year isn't totally
unexpected.
"THIS SNOWFALL is not
unusual for November. We
always get some snowfall at
this time, even though last
year we missed it. I've been
waiting for this kind of
weather; it's about time," he
said.
"What we had two nights
ago at 33 degrees is perfect
because the normal long term
minimum temperature is 34
degrees for the 60 year average," he said.
Yet the coldest November
was felt by some people
when, in parts of the Rockies,
records were set for extremely low temperatures.
In Helena, Mont., the cold
spell drove temperatures
down to - 24 degrees breaking the 1911 record of - 10.

Student stranded on island Arts program wins award
by Don Lee
news editor

A University freshman got
more than he bargained for
when he set out in a friend's boat
for a Saturday night party.
Thomas Baker, 18, an undecided major from Walbridge,
was rescued by the Coast Guard
from a lV4-acre island in western Lake Erie at 10:30 a.m.
Monday, after a weekend-long
ordeal which included spending
one night in a boat with a dead
motor and one night on the island.
Baker, who lives in Prout
Hall, jumped overboard and
swam for the island after the
boat's anchor cable snapped
Sunday morning and the boat
began drifting into the lake.
Baker and John LaPlante Jr.,
18, of Northwood, set out Saturday night from a marina near
the Ohio-Michigan line to meet
some friends for a party on Card
Island, in Lake Erie near the

entrance to Maumee Bay.
Both men are 1986 graduates
of Lake High School in Millbury.
LaPlante is a University of Toledo freshman.
LaPlante's boat struck a log
soon after leaving the marina,
wrecking the motor, Baker said.
The two men then dropped
anchor and spent the night
anchored in the bay. They were
reported missing Sunday afternoon.
"Sunday when the sun came
up, the anchor snapped. Turtle
Island was about a mile away at
the time," Baker said. The boat
began drifting past the island
and out into Lake Erie. That's
when Baker decided to swim for
it.
"I THOUGHT I'd be a lot safer
on the ground than in the boat"
because of 10-foot waves on the
lake, Baker said. "I think I did
the right thing."
Baker, wearing a shirt, pants,
a life preserver and tennis

shoes, jumped into the water overnight temperatures during
the weekend dipped into the
20s - while LaPlante stayed
with the boat.
"He (LaPlante) wanted to get
there (the island) too, but he
thought the water was too cold,"
Baker said.
"It took me about two hours to
recover from the shock" of being in the water, Baker said. He
spent the night on the island and
was picked up the next morning
by a Coast Guard cutter whose
crew spotted the "SOS" sign he
made from some rocks he found.
The boat carrying LaPlante
drifted about 30 miles east to
South Bass Island and LaPlante
rowed it to shore at Put-in-Bay.
LaPlante was treated by the
Coast Guard for minor frostbite
on his feet, Baker said. Baker,
who did not need any treatment,
was at bis home in Walbridge.
He expected to return to the
University last night.

by Jerry Yarnetsky
staff reporter

The University's Arts Unlimited program is one of two winners of this year's G. Theodore
Mitau Award for Innovation and
Change in Higher Education,
awarded by the American Association of State Colleges and
Universities.
Program director Michael
Moore and University President
Paul Olscamp accepted the
award yesterday at the AASClFs annual meeting in Phoenix.
The program was honored for
innovation in "improving elementary and secondary arts
education in a highly-decentralized rural environment."

The program was also cited
for being an effective model of
relations between schools and a
university.
Arts Unlimited is a cooperative venture between the University and the Lincoln Center in
New York.
"We work in a nine-county
area in Northwest and North
Central Ohio with art institutions and artists to develop aesthetic perception skills in school
children," Moore said.
The program is an informed
encounter of art, music, theater
and dance, Moore said.
The Lincoln Center works with
13 art outreach programs, similar to Arts Unlimited, in the
United States and Australia. All
but one of the centers are lo-

cated in major cities including
New York, San Diego, Atlanta
Buffalo N.Y., and Portland, Ore.
ARTS UNLIMITED is the only
one of the 13 programs that
serves a rural area, Moore said.
The program trains teachers
in the summer, sends artists into
the schools with the trained teachers and their students and
arranges for the students to attend performances and exhibits
of the works they studied.
"The works of art studied are
vehicles toward understanding
aesthetic forms that lie behind
the works of art," Moore said.
Those aesthetic values
learned can help students make
artistic decisions with practical
applications such as what the
person will wear, Moore said.

Arms talks progress made
GENEVA (AP) - The chief American negotiator
said the round of nuclear arms talks that ends
Wednesday has been the most productive so far.
partly because of "phenomenal agreements
reached at the U.S.-Soviet summit in Iceland.
Max Kampelman said the basis for the Reykjavik agreements between President Reagan and
Soviet leader Mikhail Gorbachev was laid in
previous sessions of the Geneva talks, which
began March 12,1985.
Kampelman said American and Soviet negotiators made progress at the sixth round in all three
fields covered in Geneva: medium-range missiles; long-range, or strategic, nuclear weapons,
and space and defense systems.
In an interview Tuesday with The Associated
Press, the U.S. delegation chief said: "The
agreements in Reykjavik as translated here have
narrowed the gap between us. We still have a gap
to narrow further, and we still have serious
significant differences of opinion, and differences
ofintereat"
The United States feels an arms control
agreement could be reached in the next year if
each side makes a serious effort, he said. Both

Washington and Moscow have brought new proposals to Geneva since the summit Oct. 11-12.
AGREEMENT IS nearest on medium-range
missiles. Kampelman said, noting that Reagan
and Gorbachev agreed to eliminate them in Europe and retain 100 warheads each on U.S. and
Soviet territory.
"This means in effect a 100 percent reduction in
Soviet SS-20S in Europe and an 80 percent reduction of Soviet SS-20s in Asia," he said, calling that
a "very significant agreement."
One hindrance to an accord is the Soviet insistence that agreements be reached simultaneously
in all three areas, Kampelman said.
He said they dropped that condition before
Reykjavik, saying a separate intermediate-range
agreement was possible, but Gorbachev introduced it again at the summit.
Soviet negotiators have made an important
move in the defense and space area by proposing
at Geneva that the 1972 anti-ballistic missile
treaty be observed for 10 years, Kampelman said.
The Kremlin had insisted on 15-20 years.
Washington has offered to abide by the treaty
for five years, he said.

A Pint of Life

-—*-

Lisa Palukaltls. Junior IPCO-saies major, gives moral support to her friend Karen Hen. senior IPCO
major, as she gives blood at the Red Cross bloodmoblle In the Lenhart Grand Ballroom. The bloodmobile
will be In the Grand Ballroom through Thursday from 10 a.m. to 3:45 p.m.
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Delay in Council
killed city tax hike
Mayor Bruce Bellard said last week that City
Council was to blame for the failure of the
proposed 0.5 percent income tax increase.
We agree that City Council is at least partly to
blame for the defeat of the tax increase.
Bellard said that the amount of time the city had
to justify the increase to the voters was insufficient
because of City Council's decision to wait until the
day before the deadline for placing something on
the ballot.
If City Council knew the income tax increase was
needed far in advance, why did they wait so long to
place it on the ballot?
Council President John Quinn said that Council
wanted to be in total agreement before placing the
issue in front of the people. It shouldn't nave taken
them that long to justify having the tax increase
placed on the ballot.
Since federal cutbacks were made nearly a year
ago and have been in the works for at least two
years, Council should have known the income tax
increase was going to be needed for the city.
An issue could have been placed on the ballot any
time in 1986, according to Quinn. It shouldn't have
taken eight months for Council to agree that the tax
increase was necessary.
Placing the issue on the ballot in August gave the
city very little time to publicize and justify the need
for the tax increase.
Politicians sometimes campaign years before an
election. Giving the city just two months to show
the voters that the tax increase was needed wasn't
enough time.
City Council should have seen the need for the
increase far in advance. By not having foresight
and failing to place the issue on the ballot as early
as possible, the city had its back against the wall.
Now, because of the late action taken by Council
on the tax increase, the city is also going to be in the
hole - about $1 million.

In tune with the wind
by Scott Munn
Now the story can be told.
The three of us had planned
and readied ourselves tor this
very carefully.
The Bowling Green wind was
tame tonight: perfect. It was 4
a.m., the campus still and quiet
and cold: perfect. University
security had made rounds in this
area five minutes ago, which
meant they wouldn't return for
some time: perfect.
I was carefully hidden behind
a Hayes Hall bush. Ralph (code
name: Condor) had artfully disguised himself as a bicycle rack.
Dexter (code name: Dexter)
was lying prone in the Math/Science lawn, disguised as an errant logarithm.
I gave a cough. At this prearranged signal the three of us
stealthily tiptoed to the windchime sculpture, where we
huddled and whispered.
"Did you bring the tools I told
you to, Dexter?" said Condor,
ever a watchful eye surveying
the surrounding darkness.
"Yeah." At this Dexter
handed him a heavy bundle
wrapped in black cloth.
With a practiced eye I was
already examining the slim
metal rods - measuring, calculating, estimating. This wasn't
Soing to be easy. So many variales had to be taken into consideration ... the precision must
be exact.
I extended my hand. "Onethird-inch pipe wrench."
Condor slapped the instrument into my hand. "Check."
An exact amount of torque
was required. With some En-

glish in my effort I twisted until
the steel felt right.
"Tuning fork."
"Tuning fork."
My ear attuned. I struck the
fork against the chime: perfect
pitch.
"Dexter?"

wiped dry.
We worked into the i
sense of purpose and dedicafo
guiding our mission. Soon all the
chimes were bent just so. Tuning fork in hand, I made the
rounds. Checking, rechecking,
triple-checking.

Two minutes later his prediction came true.
We ducked behind the dwarf
bushes, expectant and intent on
the sculpture. As the manufactured breeze rocked the chimes,
the words swelled in my throat softly,

"Jump and grab the chime
approximately 3 feet, Vti inches
up, then pull with about 40N
pressure.
"Sure thing."
After a quick look around, he
jumped up and pulled the rod
down with his weight. Light
glinted off the measuring tape in
Condor's hand. "Six feet from
ground zero: perfect."
I was already examining the
next chime.
"Wrench."
"Wrench."
The adjustments were made,
Dexter jumped, I started on the
next one as sweat burned my
eyes.
"Cloth."
"Cloth." My forehead was

By this time dawn was beginning to encroach on our modest
task. Dexter was sprawled
asleep on the green carpeting,
jumped out. Bleary-eyed, I bid
Condor to take the sheet music
from his pocket should we need
it.
"What time?"
"6:06" he said, looking at his
watch. "There will be a good
breeze along any minute."
"Sure ebout that?" I asked,
dependent on his knowledge.
Offended. "Sure I'm sure.
Now's the time the policeman
who's asleep in his car and hiding just inside the graveyard
wakes up, spots an Imaginary
speeder on Thurstin and zooms
down Ridge. Wait and see."

"Alma Mater, bear us,
As we praise thy name.
Make us worthy sons and
daughters
Adding to thy fame..."

"Yeah?"

We had done it We had ad
justed the chimes so they played
background to the BGSU anthem.
As the melodic chiming faded
with the fading breeze we awoke
Dexter.
"Mission accomplished."
Next: Carving Bill's Hill,
Mount Rushmore-like, into the
face of Moe Ankney. Stay tuned.
Munn, a freshman undecided
major from Tiffin, Is a columnist for The News.

U.S. lowering standards
by Sen. Paul Simon
You do not need to be Sherlock Holmes to
recognize that the United States is involved with
Eugene Hasenfus in the delivery of weapons to
those trying to overthrow the government of
Nicaragua.
Half-hearted official denials abound, but our
fingerprints are everywhere.
Hasenfus, a Wisconsin resident, went on a
mission that was supposed to remain secret. He
believed he was working for the U.S. government,
and even though our government denies it, there is
little doubt he was.
He is a prisoner in Nicaragua because this
administration violated the spirit of our laws, and
" ' the letter of our laws, through this dirty
We recognize the government of Nicaragua, yet
we are encouraging an armed revolt against it.
In the name of stopping Marxism in Nicaragua,
by our conduct we teed the Marxist propaganda
machine throughout the world.
The image of Uncle Sam in much of Latin
America - sometimes earned and sometimes unearned-is a bully and an exploiter. We seem
intent on reinforcing that image.
We support that contra movement that up to this
point does not control a single village or city in
Nicaragua. Some of our officials candidly and
privately admit that the current round of $100
million more in military aid to the contras won't
change things. U.S. troops are needed, they say.
We should have learned this lesson in Vietnam:
if the people do not support a government or
movement that we support, it will fail. My impression is that the people of Nicaragua like neither
the Sandinistas nor the contras. The only thing
they hate worse is the reign of terror and bloodshed our weapons are causing.

We oppose the Sandinistas, whose suppression
of civil liberties we properly condemn, though
their suppression of civil liberties is somewhat
akin to the Somoza government that we propped
up in Nicaragua for so many years.
The Nicaraguans I have spoken with, who
oppose the Sandinistas, also oppose our weapons
shipments which are killing the Nicaraguans thousands of them each year. What we are doing
only gives an excuse to the Sandinistas to carry on
with martial law and the suppression of freedom.
But what the administration is now doing goes
beyond even the folly of our present course in
Nicaragua. People who do not know and understand trie region are making blunders that harm
our long-term foreign policy. But now the problem
goes beyond that.
It is another case of "disinformation," a word
that sounds a little more respectable than "lying,"
but means the same thing.
The first recent case of U.S. disinformation was
the Libyan incident. If Libyan government officials want to misinform their people - as they do
regularly -that is their business and their shame.
But I don't want our government doing it.
We should stop saying we are not trying to
overthrow the government of Nicaragua when
everyone knows we are.
When we are caught red-handed at something
we shouldn't have done in the first place, let us
admit our mistakes.
Eugene Hasenfus was caught violating international law. and so was our government. The
pretense of innocence only clouds our reliability
on future statements. Our people and other nations will wonder whether we are telling the truth.
I want higher standards for our government
Simon is a US. senator from Illinois.

Letters
Vandalism reinforced
by campus attitudes
The series of events surround
ing the vandalism of the recently relocated wind chimes
has left me disgusted and appalled - disgusted by the act itself, an act perpetrated by a
flaming mental midget of the
first magnitude, and sadly, a
Srson most likely a member of
: student body of BGSU - appalled by the letter and article
printed in Wednesday's BG
News.
SOMETHING IS SERIOUSLY
WRONG HERE.

Julie Fauble's vacuous, juvenile attempt to humorize this act
smacks of the same lack of
social awareness and consciousness which led to the vandalism
in the first place.
On the same page, Michael
Taitel, a psychology graduate
student, apparently speaks for a
group of people when he states
"some of us are embarrassed by
the University's prominent display of junk. Let it be known
that some of us (myself?), are
embarrassed by these frightening journalistic displays of ignorance and smug posturing displays completely devoid of
the real issues.
A university is supposed to be
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a place where people come to
get an education - in any interpretation of the word, an educational experience should include
exposure to all areas of creative
human endeavor, a definition
which certainly includes arts.
Newspaper columnists and
graduate students are, whether
they like it or not, in positions of
increased visibility and influence on the mainstream student
body. It becomes less of a mystery why such moronic, criminal
vandalism occurs, if we consider that the responsible mentality is reinforced by
correspondents to The BGNews.
Taitel's twisted interpretation
of Bill Bess' remarks, that
somehow "pride in the University led to the destruction" is
absurd.
The party responsible for this
vandalism can't even begin to
know the meaning of the word
"pride."
Unfortunately, the party responsible for this unconscionable act is probably not some
raving, aberrant individual;
they're most likely one of our
classmates acting under the
sanction of a group mentality.
Think about it: the party responsible for last week's vandalism
is all around us, embodied by the
perverted, self-centered sheepthink of the microwave generation.
Taitel suggests replacing the
wind chimes with something
more "suitable" - I'm afraid to
think what would be more "suitable" than a work of art-a
lump of reinforced concrete is
the only thing capable of withstanding the ignorance, viciousness and insipid, mediocre
complacency evident on this
CaUnpus.
Mark Gilmore
College of Technology

Column doesn't take
vandalism seriously
In reply to Julie Fauble's column on the practical uses of the
wind chimes, we respond as
folows:
As art majors we can empathize with the late Harry Bertioa. Behind every art form is a
creator, and had Miss Fauble
taken the time to consider the
artist, she might have a broader
perception of the sculpture itself.
In every creation the artist
gives a little of himself. Harry
Bertoia has given to this campus
a part of himself that will always be remembered in a concrete form. Even if one does not
appreciate the sculpture for its
aesthetic beauty, one should at
least respect the time, effort and
the message that the artist is
trying to convey.
Although we would have liked
to have seen the University commission a student artist to contribute an artwork to our
campus, we must remember
that the wind chimes were donated to our University and did

not affect the students' financial
fees. The mere fact that Harry
Bertoia has passed away makes
the sculpture unique and of
greater worth. We should be
proud to possess one of Bertoia's
creations on our campus.
It is frightening to believe that
Fauble, who herself is in a related "arts" field does not take
the issue of vandalism more
seriously. Instead of wasting
time inventing impractical uses
for the sculpture, why not use
that creative energy to write an
informational article that would
bring about an art awareness something the University often
fails to put enough emphasis on
or even lacks.
We can see Fauble's attempt
at humor but directing this inappropriate attitude towards this
Issue makes it seem less important.
In our opinion, Fauble's column might have done as much
damage as the act of vandals to
the sculpture. Columns such as
these are destructive to the art
awareness and appreciation
that we strive to build in our
future careers, and it's attitudes
like Fauble's that must change
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towards viewing the art world.
It is sad that the vandals committed such a crime and their
behavior should be viewed as
lacking maturity and inappropriate by all college students.
Jeellen Myers
OCMB38SS
Marty Thompson
214 Napoleon, Apt. 2M

Respond
The BG News editorial
page is your campus forum.
Address or OCMB number,
and telephone number, must
be included in aU letters to the
editor.
University students writing
columns must provide class
rank, major and hometown.
Please address all submissions to:
Editorial Editor
Ike BGNews
2U West Hall

Berke Breathed

Local
Hostages
D Continued from page 1.
As photographers and television crews rushed into the
room in Damascus for the
handover ceremony, Coudari
told reporters: "This is too
much honor. I could well have
done without this show."
Syrian Foreign Minister
Farouk al-Sharaa declared
amid the clamor: "The Syrian government has helped in
the release of the
French hostages. We've done
everything we could to get the
release of (all) hostages and
will continue to do so/'
SYRIA HAS helped free
five Frenchmen this year.
One American, the Rev. Lawrence Jenco, reached freedom through Damascus in
July.
Al-Sharaa, clearly stung by
what Syria says is a campaign by the united States,
Britain and Israel to isolate
Syria with allegations that it
backs terrorists, stressed at
the handover formalities:
"Those countries that show
hostility to Syria should expect the same hostility from
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Student covers sidelines
by Ron Frit*
managing editor

For 30 seconds at a time Saturday, Jim Szoke was the man on
the spot - in front of millions of
television viewers.
Szoke was a sideline interviewer when National Sports
Production televised Bowling
Green's game against Bali State
as part of the Mid-American
Conference football television
package.
A sideline reporter is selected
from the student body at each
university to do 20-second oncamera features during timeouts. Szoke was selected to represent the University after interviewing with the National Sports
Production team.
The senior broadcast journalism major was chosen over
seven other candidates from the
University. It was an experience
Szoke said he wouldn't trade for
anything, but being a sideline
reporter full-time, every day, is
something he would choose not
to do.
"It was fun, but it isn't something I'd like to do for a whole
week," he said. "I was nervous

because I'm not used to being
seen on camera. It was so hectic. You only get 20-25 seconds
and it is hard to get pertinent
information out in that short a
time."
Among the people Szoke interviewed during the game was the
University's Parent of the Year,
Patricia Mclntyre; athletic director Jack Gregory i director of
development Chuck Nagle and
Freddie and Frieda Falcon.
Victor Gonzales, producer of
the telecast for NSP said once
Szoke got over initial Jitters, he
did a "more than commendable" job.
"JIM WAS very good," Gonzales said. "He was one of the
top three we've had this year.
He showed a lot of demeanor
and was very, very personable."
Szoke said with more experience, he could get used to being
in front of the camera for that
short period of time.
His previous experience includes being a disc Jockey at
Toledo radio station WRQN and
interning this past summer at
WTOL-TV in Toledo. He has
been sports director, play-by-
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BG News/Alex Hotvath
Jim Szoke interviews development director Chuck Nagel.
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Holiday Edition

....FOR EFFECTIVE PRINTED
COMMUNICATIONS SEE US, YOUR
ONE—STOP, QUALITY PRINTER AND
ENTER TO WIN A FREE TURKEY!

convenient
downtown
location

After he graduates in May,
Szoke said he hopes to have a
full-time job doing radio or television sports.
"I get the biggest kick out of
doing sports," the Northfield
native said. "I don't know how
this (being a sideline reporter)
helped me, but it can only help.
It's something I can say I did.
Gonzales said Szoke has a
promising future in the broadcasting business.
"I feel that any of the people
we interviewed at Bowline
Green is going to have a real
good future in this business,"
Gonzales said. "Jim has good
experience and he handled himself well in a tough situation. I'm
sure hell find a good job when
he graduates."

Be sure your Christmas list
includes participating in

YOU DON'T HAVE
TO CHASE US
TO GET YOUR
PRINTING DONE!....

111 8. Main

play broadcaster and host of a
talk show for the University's
two radio stations in his 3"^
years here.
"The best experience you can
have is working four or five days
a week and you'll keep improving," Szoke said. "It was very
hard for me to look as if I had
done it (sideline reporting) before."

(JMO value -

no purchase
necessary)
<ra^«jfg'»B>'gfri^^

Time Is Running Out
Eight days left
for
Senior Portraits.
This week is almost filled and next
week is filling fast. Don't be left out
of the best senior section ever.

Call 372-8086 to schedule
your appointment today.
Don't be a blank spot in your classmates' memorlesl
' i-

News Briefs
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Aquino lauds Japan's example in rebuilding

Drug testing will lead to lawsuits, lawyers say

TOKYO (AP)-Philippine
President Corazon Aquino
praised Japan yesterday as an
inspiration and partner in rebuilding her nation's economy,
which she said was left "broken
at the bottom of the pile" bv the
20-year rule of Ferdinand Marcos.

COLUMBUS (AP) - Boards of
education which adopt mandatory drug or alcohol testing for
students and staff can expect
legal battles to follow, attorneys
at the Ohio School Boards Association annual meeting were
told yesterday.

Expressing optimism for her
country, she said: "My presidency runs until 1992 and in that
time I have every expectation

that I will oversee the same
concerted burst of directed national energy that did so much
for Japan.
In the 19th century, when
other Asian countries were colonies of Western nations, and
again after World War II, Japan
"showed what an Asian nation
could do given the will and a
wise leadership," Aquino said at
a state banquet.
"Now Japan, I am happy to

note, stands not only as an inspiration but as a helpmate in our
effort to recover." She gestured
with her glass to Emperor Hirohito, 85, on her left, and his son
Crown Prince Akihito on her
right.
At a reception with legislators
earlier, she said: "We need outright aid ... but more importantly we need Japan's
expression of faith in the promise of Philippine progress.

Pat Paulsen 'stands on' presidential platform
TOLEDO (AP) - Comedian
Pat Paulsen, vowing to make
the national deficit a government program so it could be
eliminated, brought his presidential campaign to Toledo yesterday.
Paulsen, the mayor of Asti,
Calif., announced his candidacy
for the nation's highest office
earlier this year. He has no
running mate and called his

************

platform a small thing to stand
on.
His one-liners and quips drew
a few laughs from the lunch
crowd at Portside Festival Marketplace, where he held a news
conference to outline his campaign.
Paulsen, who rocketed to
fame on the Smothers Brothers
Comedy Hour in the 1960s, is
making his third and final bid

for the presidency, "because
I'm tired of people asking me to
(run)," he said. Besides, "They
have a nice pension plan."
Paulsen, who owns the town of
Asti, which is home to seven
residents, has been a vintner
since 1900, producing awardwinning wines. He considers the
mayor s job a "stepping city" to
the presidency and says be allows no voting privileges in Asti.

BGSU The.tr,
M uaftrihM arii

IWi Alfh Hi Ikuin IWv,

»rmnti

November 12-15

8 p.m.
Joe E. Brawn Theatre
B6SU

"This looks like a retirement
issue for the attorneys," Mary
Lentz. former legal counsel for
the Ohio Department of Education, told a workshop on the

subject.

drag use in the nation and its
schools has received increased
attention recently. But that
greater awareness has been accompanied by a host of legal and
medical issues.

"There is no doubt that if your
beard is going to entertain the
passing of a policy regarding
drug testing for staff and students, or either one, that you are
going to find yourselves in the
courts for some period of time
unless there is a settlement
agreement involved," said
Lentz, an attorney with Weston,
Hurd, Fallon, Paisely It Howley
of Cleveland.
Concern about the extent of

Lentz said voluntary testing
programs which a handful of
schools nationally are considering for student athletes have
not met the opposition that a
mandatory program would generate.

Doctor discretion urged in AIDS testing
SPRINGFIELD, Ohio (AP)
Doctors should resist testing
people for AIDS without their
knowledge, despite pressures
from employers and insurance
companies, a specialist in medical ethics said yesterday.
Dr. Margery Shaw also said at
Wittenberg University that projecting how many people are
likely to get acquired immune
deficiency syndrome is difficult
because studies keep showing
longer periods of incubation.
"We nave a moving target to
aim at, so we dont really know
how much farther the virus will
spread," she said.

government commitment to
AIDS research and education.
She appeared at Wittenberg as
the 19wi endowed lecturer In the
sciences.
"I think it would be very unethical for physicians to test for
the employer against the knowledge of the employee and without the Informed consent of the
employee," she said after her
lecture.
The tests do not detect AIDS,
which leaves a person susceptible to other fatal diseases. They
detect the presence of virus antibodies, but not everyone who
has the antibodies gets AIDS.

Shaw is a professor of medicine and law at the University of
Texas in Houston. She served on
a National Academy of Science
panel that two weeks ago urged

years, she saia.
The publisher of Birmingham
(Ala.) News. Victor Hanson II,
recently said his company tests
prospective employees for AIDS
because It does not want to become involved with someone
who could need costly health
Insurance. And Insurance companies are "panicked about
their business" and AIDS, Shaw
stud.
"I think employers are overreaching to try to identify those
people who are not sick but are
virus positive," she said.
President Reagan should
"come out on all fours and come
out with a statement to the public, and I would like to see mm
address the issues with more
than just a token comment," she
said.

PROJECTIONS ARE that
from V> percent to 50 percent of
those who have the antibodies
now will develop AIDS within 10
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VOTE
ED LEEDOM
For Responsibility on ACGFA
if you're tired of having your
money wasted.
Vote today in Union Foyer 9am-€pm
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*24.99

Hours:

Mon-Thurt 9am-10pm
Saturday 9-Midnighl
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CENTER LTD.
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playing Wednesday - Saturday
band starts at 9:30 p.m.
Ugly Bartender M.S. Auction
this Friday

Shelley
Judy
Ask us for your free facial and makeover

Chris

20% OFF

Any one of the following items with Darcy, Judy, Shelley, Chris
'Facial 'Highlighting 'Haircuthng 'Cellophaning 'Permanent Waves 'Manicures
'Semi-permanent Haircoloring 'Permanent Haircoloring 'Luminizing
| Expires 11-26-86 |

Designated Driver Participant

210 N. Main

No Cover

ALL EDUCATION MAJORS

The Rebuilding Bflq.ns TONIGHT!

FALCON
BASKETBALL
vs.
WINDSOR
8:00 - ANDERSON ARENA
General Public Admission - $2.°°
Student General Admission - $1.°°
All-Sports Pass Holders - Free!
Jm UfftMji's "BUILDING BETTER BASKETBALL"

PLANNING TO STUDENT TEACH
FALL SEMESTER, 1987
OR
SPRING SEMESTER, 1988

You are required to attend
a sign-up and information meeting:

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 19,1986
CAMPUS ROOM, UNIVERSITY UNION
MEETINGS AT: 8:30,9:30,10:30,11:30 a.m.
1:30,2:30,3:30,4:30 p.m.
ATTEND ONE MEETING

ATTEND ONE MEETING

ATTEND ONE MEETING

Sports
Freshman Lundblad makes strong showing
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by Dennis Cisco
sports reporter

If it had not been for golf,
Ingrid Lundblad may have
found some trouble when she
was growing up in Painesville.
However, she picked up the
game of golf at age eight from
her father, Ted, and she has
been teeing it up ever since.
"He worked at a golf course,
so he took me out there a lot and
kept me out of trouble," Lundblad said laughing.
And now, at age 18, Lundblad
has just completed a full year as
a starter on the Bowling Green
women's golf team. Only a
freshman, she averaged 81.6 per
18 holes for the Falcons this fall.
According to coach Greg Nye,
that figure can only get better.
"Ingrid's 81.6 is a big addition
to the team, but it's the addition
that I expected from her. I think
that she has the ability to average 76 or 77," he said. "She did a
good job for us this fall."

AFTER A rough first match,
Lundblad played consistently
the rest of the season. She was
'welcomed' to intercollegiate
Cat the highly competitive
esota Invitational, where
she experienced some troubles.
But following BG's first meet,
the Painesville-Riverside graduate cameback with a second
Elace finish at the Ferris State
ivitational, a solid performance at the Michigan State
Invitational, and a fifth place in
the Falcons' final meet of the
season at Perm State.
"Overall, I thought I played
really well, except for the first
tournament at Minnesota. I was
a little nervous," Lundblad explained. "The second tournament, I got my confidence back
up and I was able to play well in
the rest of the tournaments. I
really pushed myself after that
first tournament."
BG, as a whole, seemed to
follow that same pattern. Following the Minnesota tourney,

the Lady Falcons finished
strong claiming two second
Cces and capturing the Nity Lion Invitatlonalto end the
season. Lundblad noted that the
practice sessions paid dividends
for the team.
"After that first tournament,
we practiced harder. We knew
we had a good team and we did
really well," she said. "Our seniors (Sandy Ensmineer, Jenny
Hjalmquist and Allison Andrews) did an outstanding job.
They pushed the lower
classmen, especially the freshmen since we are going to be
here three more years."
PREVIOUS TO BG, Lundblad
had a lot more experience than
Just high school golf, and
according to Nye, that was a big
asset. Besides three years on the
boys' golf team, she played in
some major junior tournaments
including the Junior World in
California and the PGA National
Junior Golf Tourney in Florida.
"She is an experienced fresh-

man and a seasonal tournament
player," Nye said. "Ingrid has
been exposed to some really fine
players."
Lundblad's only downfall during the fall season was not with
her golf game but with her
shoulder. The physical education major has trouble with her
shoulder popping out of joint,
which caused her to miss the
Lady Boilermaker Invitational.
Curiously enough, the trouble
dates back to a basketball injury
she suffered at Painesville-Riverside High School. Lundblad
will be having surgery on her
shoulder tomorrow morning at
9:30. Her tendons, which are
stretched, will be placed back
together.
"It doesn't pop out when I play
golf, it happens when my arm
gets pullea over my head in a
certain way.," she said. "It only
hurts when I play golf a lot or
when it gets cold, then my shoulder gets sore."
Nye pointed out that the tim-

Lundblad said that she wants
to improve her short game,
shots around the green, during
the winter momths.
"I need to work on my putting
and chipping," she stressed
"You can hit the ball 500 yards
down the fairway, but if you
can't chip and rputt, you aren't
going to score.'
The first-year golfer has the
goal to be a professional golfer
sometime after graduation. Although that's a goal of many
golfers, Lundblad thinks it's a
very realistic one she can reach.
"My father has a big role in
this. He pushes me a lot and with
his pushing and my dedication, I
think I can make it," she said.

BG News/Dave KJelmeyer

Ingrid Lundblad

Give a hoot.
Don't pollute.

.s-.c

Windham Hill
Recording Artist

BREAK HOURS
November 24, 25, 26, 28, 29 & 30
The name says it all.

LIVE
8:00 p.m.
NOVEMBER 13, 1986
in KOBACKER HALL

$1.00 $1.80
5% s/s

3V4 micro s's

Center: Noon-9 p.m.
Cooper Pool: Noon-2, 5-8 p.m.
Andrews Pool: 1-8 p.m.
Lift: $3 Anytime
Family: Age 7-17 Noon-9 p.m.
Under 7 1-8 p.m. (Andr.w, P<X>Ioni»)

Moore Musical Arts Center
TICKETS: '5.00 General Admission
Seating

$1.20 $2.30
3Vi micro ds

5V. d's

• The Student Rec Center will be CLOSED on
Thanksgiving Day (Nov. 27)

Also sold in 10-packs

Break passes will be on sale November M, and are valid
November 26-30.

kinko's
at the Kobacker Box Office

"The rehabilitation time is
coming at the perfect time for a
northern golfer. The winter
makes for good timing," he said.

Student Recreation Center

S-C-OT-T
OOS-S-U

TICKETS ON SALE *0^

ing of the surgery could not have
been better.

113 RAILROAD ST.
(Behind Dexter'■)

HOURS
H-Tr 7:30-10100
Pri 7:10-6:00
SAt 9:00-4:00
Sun 12:00-8:00

for information Call 372-8171
CO-SPONSORED BY: University Activities
Organization, Graduate Student Senate, WBCU-FM

irs,
One Price!
Buy » pair of regular prescription eyeglasses and a pair of
prescription sunglasses all at one low pricel Choose from our
wide variety of selected plastic frames with glass of scratch coated
plastic lenses, round or flat top 25mm bifocals and tinted lenses.
Oversize, high power, phoiochromartc and specialty bifocals
and trifocals are priced slightly higher. Please note that eye
examinations are priced separately and Insurance programs cover
only one pair erf glasses.
Single Vision

Bifocals

For Both Pairs

For Both Pairs

$7988 $||988
One day service for most prescriptions with
experienced Opticians at your service.
You must tie completey satisfied or we wW return your money.

Burlington Optical
1955 S. Reynolds
382-2020

3153 W. Sylvania
472-1113

Bowling Green

Stadium Plaza
352-2533

DAIRY MART FARMS
PREMIUM

LAYS

ICE
CREAM
CREAM
ALL FLAVORS

POTATO
CHIPS
CHIPS
VrMI
"*
-

AIL FLAVORS

COLA
*»W»#-m

$199 $459 $409
GALLON I
ROUND ™

1

BA0rj

LITER

I

LAKESIDE

EGG NO
QUART
CARTON

99*

VIDEO MACHINE
& 2 TAPES
$8. 99
MON. - THURS. ALL YEAR LONG
NO MEMBERSHIP REQUIRED"
425 WOOSTER STREET
BOWUNC GREEN, OHIO

ACTORS WANTED!!!
ONE MALE.. 20 • 40

ONE FEMALE.. 8-12

WOODLAND MALL is seeking two people to act as
ambassadors for me new mall, under CONTRACT for one year.
Actors will appear in all advertising:
RADIO TV NEWSPRINT BILLBOARD
REQUIREMENTS:
Male - between 20 and 40, good appearance, some acting
ability necessary. Pubic speaking will be required.
Female ■ 8 to 12 years old, must be able to read scripts, act,
perform in public, enjoy meeting people.
Each applicant must submit a photograph and cassette,
ex a video tape of themselves to be considered for an audition.
Sample scripts may be obtained at the Mai Construction
TraJer, or call (419) 353-2222, and one wi be mated to you.
UMhrfttalM

yjoodlond moll H*.^****

Classifieds
CAMPUS t CITY EVENTS
••Spartan Out)"
Joti IK tun trot Saturday with kids from Dig
broth* tug •*!•« Thar* wfl Da game* and
prUaa inducing a pmatta1! AJ members and
nonmambait welcome' Thais Nov 16, 1-4
p.m. In mo Ameni Room (under Commona)
Con.araaaon hour also In Amaru Room Ma
Thuredey. 7:304-30.

FOUNO QOtD BRACELET AT MARK'S ON
THURSDAY reXJHT. 11-e CALL AND OtVE
OEScnpnoN 354-0*09
LOST «mm KITTEN
Well gray spots on bach and noes gray eors
and M. 3 months old Lost naar flaw Manor
Acts Reaeid Can IIHHI

BG News massng tor volunteers-writers and
phc>tcs)raprkerB--every Sunday. 8 p.m., 210
West HsM For further information cell
3722803
FOUNO 1 Dexk a srtsta cat. approxlmatnty 1
year ok), found Wedneeda Nov 5 on campua
naar sbrary Vary aftacBonate If any questions,
or tor more Information, cafl rum at 352-8013
or NX* at 372-5091
Friends ot tha Oaaf Community
Meeting Wednesday, November 12
9 00 p m Prout 2nd floor lounge
Quest Speaker-Make Barry

WAPM UP ON THE EXPRESS
Bus Schedutee AveJable at the
Umon (rrfofmoflon Dee*
Charters Also AvasaMs 352-2487

Wt asTstntTfALCJD
IN THE 1H7 KEY
SENIOR PORTRAITS
AM NOW. CALL 172+064
FOR APPC4NTMCNT

rede desperately needed to Coiumbua' I can
leave anytime on Fn No, 14 I wl give you
$10 tor gee' PLEASE CALL LISA, 372-4436

SERVICES OFFERED

Kamtta Her;.
You're weird but you re raoal Then< for being

The eaters ol Alpha Xi Dees woukj proudly ska
to announce end to BtJsMsssaaaal you $ Todd
Evans on your Alpha »-SAE engrsjementlll
KEY SOPOR POTTTRAITS
ARE MHO SHOT NOWI
CALL VHOt MFORE
TkatE RUNS OUT AND
YOU'LL M LEFT OUT

LAST FULL!
FOR SENIOR PORTRAITS
IMPRESS YOUR FAMH.Y
AND FRJENOS WHSLE
letatORTtl IrTNQ YOURSsHJ'
IN THE 1M7 SENIOR
SICT1CN. CALL 172-eOM
NOV. DON'T It LfPT OUT.

CHSaaTIAWS CIWUITIANS CVM*TU,m~
OAVEL MEETING
Monday. Nov 1 7th at 8 30 p m
2nd BOOT Wool Hal Lounge
Al nlereoted reportsrs-pleese sttend1
HEALTH CARE CLUB
Wednesday. Nov 12
7 30 p.m , 302 Henna Hat
Prof Speaker Doors less
Assartanl Hospital Director at MCO
SEE YOU THERE1
Intramural Men, Racquetboll
Entries due Nov 12. by 4 00 pm n 106 Rec
Canter
IPCO CLUB
Orgrmciatlonal Mooting
Wednesday, 8 00. Moaekty 200
Al IPCO Majors Welcome'
Momoors ol Fsshlon Merchandising
Association
:ETINQ: November 12. 8 00 pm. MCFel
Center. 2nd floor
Quest Speaker Donne DeLuca. a sales
representative from Bonne Bel
Join us lor an exerting look at Bonne Bel. inc
Need some wort eiperience In your Nek)
before you begin your rob Jurtf? Internships
are available lor ALL majors through the
Washington Center internship Program Come
to an tfiformabon session today. Wednesdey
Nov 12 at 9 30 am 231 Admmistrstion
BUg . or Thursday. Nov 13. at 3 00 p.m."Tart
Room. Umon
SENIORS
IF YOU PLAN TO PARTICIPATE IN DECEMBER
20 1966 COMMENCEMENT CEREMONIES
YOUR CAP AND GOWN OROER MUST BE
PLACED BY NOVEMBER 15 1966 PLEASE
PLACE YOUR ORDER AT THE ART COUNTER
M THE UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE OR BY
PHONING 372-2851 IF YOUR OROER IS
PHONED IN PLEASE KNOW YOUR CAP SIZE
The Bowfcng Green Pubec Reerttons Orgenuatton e having a minting tonight at 7 30 p m
Room 211 West Hnl Quest speaker Kafhy
Begkty wi discuss Dank pubic relations Al
Journalism and Pre-Journallsm maiors
Theta Cta Voseybat Tournament
Happy Hours
November 14th, 4-8 p m.
Howard's
Band Loved By Melons
WIOT FM 104
Would you Ike to spend a semester or year m
California. Massachusetts. Georgia. Montana, or New Mexico? Through National Student Exchange you can attend one ol over 80
coeeges netloriwlde' Find out more Today.
12 30 pm at 231 Administration BkJg

LOST & FOUND
Found' A parr of glasses m tan & brown case r\
front of BA Buackng Friday. November 7 Pick
up at Campua Safety S Security

AlteraOona t Hemnvng
New skirts a »
letters sewn
garments must be dean 362-7266

on.

Miscellaneous Ml deerwp a HgM heeling.
372-4315. Ful spectrum lanoecapvvj dona
Shrubs planted trees removed
Pregnant? Concerns? Free pregnancy teat, objecove aitormatiori By appoailrioiil or weaVm
Gal now 354-HOPE
TYPING SERVICES tor el types of papers
ncajrjng dawertsroons on Xerox Memory Writer
352-3987 from 6 s m to B p.m.

PERSONALS

CONGRATULATIONS TO JOOf DARR AND
RICH QARCEAU ON THEIR FIJI
l-AVALrEFUNG.
THE MOTHERS OF PHI OAMMA DELTA

FEEL FREE TO VOTE

OS
Thanks for a great 46 hours and everything you
dU. I reefy enjoyed everything Love Me
P S Donl be shy to steep*

CHRISTOPHER HELMCK
lo ACOFA
to Knows How to Spend That
$313,000 For You.

" COED SAUNAS FOR RENT ••
Now that I have your attention
Vote CHRISTOPHER HELMCK
lo ACOFA

O>JGRATULATI0NS ON No 21
Love.
The Mad ol Honor
OEME SAROSY
What a aurprktol Corkjielutafioiia on your Theta
Crs~PI Pta ktvaaarlng to Art1
Love, your sisters of PI Beta Phi
Delta Zete-Theta Chi
Voleybel Tournament
November 15. 1986

$100 CAN BE YOURSI
Student Legal Services needs
a mew logo and is waTng to
pay $100 for the design
Pleats submit ideas to
Student Legal Services
office on the third
floor of the Union

VOTE
JOHN NEHRENZ
FOR
ACOFA
TO INSURE THAT YOUR STUDENT FEE
MONEY IS RESPONSIBLY ALLOCATED
VOTE JOHN NEHRENZ

ACOFA ELECTIONS TODAY. UNION, a-s
HELMCK MP. 17. SS4 STUDENTS TO USO
ACOFA OHSTtUSUTES APPROX. $$11,000
TO STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS
VOTE HELMtCK TO REP. 17.SS4 TO ACOFA

Graphics Arts and VCT Majors
Get hands-on experience in production work!
Student Publications will be interviewing for
Spring Semester before Thanksgiving Break.
Apply now through November 14, 1986, at
Student Employment, 460 Student Services.

H
p Breckenridge, Colorado
Ski Trip
E
Jan 3-11
R

Info meeting
THURS..N0V. 13
8:00 p.m.
202 Memorial Hall

tor more info call Bob Conlbear 2-8249 or 2-2876

tf DECO^r,
NOVEMBER 15. 1986
1-3:30 pm
in the Faculty Lounge,
J| University Union \»
<W^9
Fee $5.00
*Ujfif
p^Leam how to make flowers, *«
borders, and writing.
S-grvup Dy noon.
Ncrvernber 13th
in the UAO office, 3rd floor
Univefsiry Union,

DONALD PONO

ACOFA MP.

LUts Karen BefveeI'm so aacRed tor BIG HUNT to come
Just loeow your string
and have tots ot tun
II be weitlngi
»love and Mate
Your EXCITED BtG
LOST WHITE KITTEN
With grey spots on beck and noee. grey eera
and tea. 3 months old, Bsl near Field Manor
Apia REWARD CALL 3SVISM
hacoat Boer
Good Luck al the election loday'
ALL your Batters are DerwW you
Espace*, your teg'
XO Love S Mate,
Jutt

Genere) Fees Committee
•VOTE TODAY*
NICOLE BOLLIN
GROOVY RECORDS
425 E WOOSTER (BEHIND DAIRY MART)
MON-SAT11-*

POLL YEYES PIZZA
Elephant. SI SiKlus. Orval TrapM
Greet Beers From Around He World
IMPORT NtTE SPECIALS
Wed and Set.
440 E. Court. Free Detvery 352-9636

Help Wanted Now taking appecabons lor postton In e high energy area night dub Fnendty
nature and out-going personetty a plus. Untied
poeltlone t atari 11 tor vwivxluaai under 21
Ftoiobai achadute for oar pooeng. anpty m person at Henry J't Fun Drmkery Otenbyme
Center, after 6:00 p m deity

Sale Par»--Oenlm--Cordo. etc
1-2 OFF. Jeans N Thinge 631 Ridge
Open lorvte tl 8 p m

HEY LARA AND LESLIE (BIG » UL OF KKG). IS
PIZZA STti BETTER THAN SEX?
ROCKY ROCCOCO AND AL

TyP»g ana

ATTENTION
RoK Laboretory a Brecnerracal and Beseo.cn
Departmenta Introducea tha perfect gift for
every etudent We have recently developed a
revolutionary way to dean and daWnfact your
preteeet law sky. We are eo proud of our product, are Bueramat It to work feeler end better
than any aiiperaaVe ut/s-eound devtce-wfth e
100% written guerantoe Furthermore, we are
offering you a apocfai offer for a amrted nme only, by gMng 9^9f)/ customer who pMcea an
order before November 21. I960, a tree pair
ot It in gold sortings valued at over S36I
They're yours free from Roth Laboratonae fuel
tor trying our product, ft you are not tofaty
aaaaaa J war, our deenor. simply send me ,mus
ed portion beck to ua tor a rut rerun and keep
the eamngo aa a grit

l>ocexeerig Savvioee and
d naiaraatona A to Z Deaafrom Llhtnens. 362-6042
UTIFC-PANHEL
PRESENTS

SATURDAY, NOV. 16
STUOENT LIMON AUCfTOfeUM
9:00 P.M UNTS. THE FUN ENDS
BEER > POP FURNISHED
U.T, fC-^ANMEL
PRESENTS
1ST ANNUAL ALL GREEK TAILGATE
(SCOREBOARD PARKING LOT)
SATURDAY. NOVEMBER 16
2:30-4:30 P.M.
MUST WEAR GREEK LETTERS OR PLEDGE
PPtS
BEER S POP PfKrVBED

For a ful year supply and your tree earmnge.
send $8 87 plus $1.03 for first dees shipping
snd handang to
Roth Labor aim lea
ATTN Dtocnerresat and Research Dept
PO Box 953
Bowing Green. OH 43403
ORDER EARLY FOR CMRISTalASIII

DONALD PONO
FOR

WANTED:
preteraory a seme* with blonde ourry hair, and la
lha star hockey player lor SAE Gel psyched for
< Mr. FacHno'
WANTED:
Preferably tat dark and famdaome. and le an
SAE whoa peal Na prime Got psyched for
Jaaptoofc, Mr. Top Gun!
WANTED: RAY FLINT
Ray Ftnt you're gusty aa charged.
There's no way youl get peel this
* tergal
The trial m eel lor Salur -day
You can plead nnocent but you
can! get away'
Tha hendcufta as you wtl see
can only be opened by thai Alpha XII

Whoa the beet Unit Director on campus ? That's
right KIM ELLIOT!
Wo love you. Kim! The Gamma PhN
■ Student LoerW
No coeajnar, no erect! app
Cat Stan (614) 475-8800

HOCKEY NKeHT M BOWLING GREEN
LAIATT'S HAT TRICK SPECIALS
BEFORE DURING-AFTER EVERY FALCON
GAME
POU.YEYES PIZZA-440 E COURT-JSI4SM

The sailers ol Phi Mu
would Ike to thank Gwendy May.
Mary Ant Starrrbaugh and comnvnae
lor euch a tsntaallc fob on our
PN Mu Parenla Day Brunch. It rsety
wee a huge suooeeel

An election will be held on Wednesday, November 12,
1986, to •)•€» four (4) undfirgraduate student! and one (1)
graduate student to serve as at-large members on the
Advisory Committee on General Fee Allocations.
Voting will take place in the Foyer of the University Union
from 9 a.m. until 6 p.m. Student identification is required.
VOTE

Show us your
current student I.D.
and we'll glue you...
The Office Environment Center

102

DFF

MOfVU>*ritM>l .01 m tMON
Mturatvl tOtm lOO0i*>

FVJQU/f Office Equipment
201 WPIt Crawford Street • Flndlav OfllO 65640 • 422 5 Its • 1 tOO 6J4 1SN
11SS MilnSt • Cowling Creajn, OM4S402 • (41*1 SSS-1SSS • l-tOO-814 IMS

FOR SALE Sears OP Gym Pack $250 brand
new. $200 or beet offer 823-3037 otter 6:00
Het of everything I own True includes men's
Saver Fryer bicycle- $25 Portable AM-FM
Cassette parvor $10 Size 8 women's rotor
aketee-$10 Venous rabuma and tapes-Xckxlea Imrlalble Touch-$5 a piece 2
cretee-$3 each Please cel 353-3022-1 need
to pay my rent' Also FM radio WsKmen $5
ntertece card, cables snd softwere. Everything needed for tetecommumca
lore) on the Apple Computer Original coat
$500. we set for $275 or best offer Cel
372-5129 or 372-4076. ask for Bob
Portable tanning bed for home use
1-293-3744 MoComb, Otto

Cal

FOR RENT
APT FOR RENT-SPRING SEMESTER
Specious 2 bedroom. 2 bath, appsances. al
uttMee paid except electric Gas heat Very
dean, good mgmt Cel 353-0733
Itoueat and apartments dose to campus lor Sr«vj Semester 1987 and 1887-88 school year
1-267-3341
I need to suDlssas my 1-bedroom spertment In
Veege Green for Spring Semester If interested
oal Use at 353-0657
Need femete to share house Need male to
share apartmenl Four month lease for 2nd
CeS 352-7385
i 2 bedroom - 2 bathroom furnished
apartment lor Spring 87 $370 mo - utll 641
Eighth No 7 Cal 352-5820

1 female to tut la sea apartment lor Spring
Oote to campus $1 15- month &
Cat Katy 353 3724

SUBLEASE 2 BEDROOM FURNISHED APT
FOR SPRING '87 SPACIOUS BEDROOMS
WTTH BALCONY CALL 354-6103

I

to luttlltll apartment for Spring
Contact Use 354-8161

1 lemela to lirCllaai epertmont Spring 87
Fkxttadge Apia. Cat Sharon. 353 8205

fJuMaaaa Spring 87. One bedroom furnished
apartmenl $270-mo an utilities Included
Ctoee to but ttop and grocery Ask tor Arm or
Wendy 352-4371.
Large one bedroom unfurnished
spertment Tenant pays sis cine only Pool1 Cal
Mfce or Beth 352 0292
TIRED OF CAMPUS? 3 people needed to
sublease 3-peraon apartment lor spnng
sameater Reeeoneble rent, good location.
pool, free cable Cal desperate itailiBaainj
aeraort by Dec. 1 lor more mlormation at
363-1661.

1 roommate (m) to tub fcsaaa tor Spring Sem
$10Q-rno plua ease t phone Cel 354 5306
1 asBjasjBjslj wanted tor epring tsmaeetr. Very
dose to oampus. Cell 363-6202
FEMALE fWOMMATE NEEDED FOR SPRING
SEMESTER LOCATED ON 4TH STREET
$620-SEME8TER. CALL DtANN LYNN AT
362-0783
anato wanted to sublet house on
Weoaaar St. Cat 363-0824
Looting for one Itnaoe rrjomats to ehare race
2«eoroorri scertmenl on FUth Street Depoen
l ptal. Cal 363-3618.
i tor Ian
bedroom aparfmarrl. Low rent paja cable end
HBO" Cat Steve M 363-2066
Needed
1 female roommate for spring
esmeeter Ctoee to campus $116--month Ha>
■treated oat 363-0131
OPEN-MINDED FEMALE TO SHARE 2
BEDROOM, FURNtSHEO APARTMENT AW
COreOrriONaNQ. GAS HEAT, CABLE TV RENT
NEGOTIABLE CALL RtCHARO EVENtNOS AT
364-9700
WANTED:

AC6FA ELECTIONS

FOR SALE: Dorm sue rolngorators lor $50
Good condition Cat 352 3408

1 fatnaas to lutliess house for spring
semeaser. CHEAP! Cat Diana 362-6942

1 norharnotong matt irjorrtrnatt to eubateee a
one bedroom apartment on Third St. tor spring
niantor Cel Jeff of 363-2846

StOMACHIS
At we came to B G
Our first toe area with you.
We were al a Me nervous
Cause our soronty was brand new,
But we had a super nme
Jual ska the Warm Up Thuredey raghtl
So, here s to the Skjiaa CNs
We Sank you're out of tlgMI
Love, thePIPhti

awramural Mens Rani|ae1»trl entries due Nov
12. by 4.0opm si 106 Rec Center

1 FEMALE TO SHARE APARTMENT WITH 3
OTHERS SPHWQ SEMESTER. $116-MONTH
t ELECTRIC 353-IS30

1 mate to lubliaai University Veaoa apartmenl
lor Spring 67 Cat Scott at 353-6707

SENIOR PORTRAITS
MY IT ALL TO
FAMILY AND FRIENDS.
LAST FULL SESSION NOW
CALL 372-eOet FOR APPOINTMENT

IfsWrORTALIZE YOURSELF
M THE 1M7 KEY YEARBOOK
SENIOR SECTION CALL 172-eOM
FOR APPOINTMENT
TIMi IS PJJNNmK) OUT

WANTED

I Male roommate to sublease apt with 3 moles
lor Song '67 $112 50 par month. Phone
363-3020 tar deMs

SENIOR PORTRAITS
SCHEDULE NOW
LAST FULL SESSION
ThtSYIAR
BE IMMORTALIZED
IN THE 1M7 KEY
CALL J72-eO«o

Hay Skj-Ep Vote/Das Team.
Qet psyched for the Delta Zeta-Thata Chi
Volaybai Toumstnentl We are reedy to cheer
you on to another victory!! Love, Your OZ
Coaches Coseen. Eva. t Kan

HPER Breckenridge Colorado Ski Trip
Into Meeting Thure, 8:00 p.m.
2021

1S77 Plymouth Voaara Automatic
CsaatRs stereo, power steering 4 brooks
good on gas great for waiter transportation
$150 or beet otter Cel 354 7576
IS
food rveee. Att-FM etereo radio ttot firm.

WE LOVE OUR HOUSEBOY
MIKE MOYER
LOVE. THE OAMMA PHIS

PI PHIS KAPPAS
Whet a PAIR!
alONMOUTM DUO ■ drawing near
KAPPAS PI PUS

HOflPTTALTTY MANAGEMENT SOCIETY PRO
UOLY WELCOMES JAMES TAUAR-VICE
PREStDENT OF OPERATION AND GENERAL
MANAGER OF THE HOLOENDEN HOUSE
AND BONO COURT HOTEL M CLEVELAND
ALL ARE WELCOME TO HEAR THIS DYNAMIC
SPEAKER THE MEETING WILL BE HELD
WENDESOAY. NOV. 12 AT 8:30 IV, ROOM
112. LIFE SCIENCE BUILDING

1S73 Chevy Nova Rune greet, body good. ea>
oesent artTapr trsrawortatlon S460 cat PM
363-2706

To tat OZ named Gmny (Jenny?) I had a greet
ame aatung to you Fit rm glad I aat down next
lo you How about another movie tHa week?
Cat me. Brian (2-3487) fetae Tom Cruate-hal

PAM BLACK
Chngraaeaaiine on your PI Phi- F» anatarlrig to
Danl Were el so happy for you!
Love, the PI Plea

FOR

1B71 CHEVY MAUBU AC. AA4FM POWER
STEEPANG, SNOW TIRES OOOD WORKPIO
CAR. $200 OR BEST OFFER CALL
363-3428

ACOFA REP.
UL' PAM QfltPPI
CONQRATULATIONS ON YOUR PHI DELTALPHA CHI LAVAUERtNG TO KEITH' I AM
VERY HAPPY FOR YOU' LOVE, YOUR BIG
AMY

OM Pacullat Sspporo-Krtek-Welas
Sernpta theae and over 80 others
PoUyeyee Plne-440 E Court-SI2-e«SI
tnport Najfa-Vtedneedey snd Serumey 8-1

ELECT

TO THE CAST OF
••MYO»eBTi»»APY"
may me King ol Comedy Do wetcrang over you
tonksht. and may at shots kre everyorel
BREAK A HOI
K ARJN, BtSSCR. MU. PAUL. M*E. JUTLOVE , THE PROP QOOOESS

VOTE
LT Beth Cook
Only 2 more days ■ our ftrat road tip. Can
Zaneevtki hendk. us?
Q.P.B love and mine. Tnda

DEAREST "55SEF

TODAY In the UNION 9-5 (LO. Required)

Attention

GS

who snare at your kwe for Jeeva Chrtet end
farm In God's word. Please don't go without
leHowahlp wondering how to meet them. The
Fellowship of Christian Students (FCS) la •
non-denomlnatlonal campus outreach
dedicated to Christian growlh We meet
TONIGHT, 7:00 p.m., Alumni Room, Student
union. Pleeee Fee) Walooras.
COLLEGE STUDENTS INTERESTED IN EARNING A FREE SPRING BREAK IN THE
BAHAMAS? CALL CAMPUS TOURS. INC. AT
(305) 523-TOUR

" FREE TODAY"

•and Loved Dy Meaona
WOT FM 104

KM LKVJPANTIMII
NAPPY tWATHOAY YOU'RE "TOTAUY" till
STUDY HARD THaS WEEK AND GET "TOTALLY" PSYCHED TO QET "TOTAUY" TPJ»StlED ON THUPffHMYII
WITH LOVE. KPtttY, «IM,
PAN, TRACY » JteaaaY

BKJCOUJBOa
You're 21 today.
So wet go to Marks on Thursday
HAPPY BIRTHDAYII
Love. 'LIDtana

FOR SALE

r 14», 4-8 pm

w* Nf OtarW IMMIfel

IE A rS COMulTANT
•ppacatxina are aveaataai In THE WELL (220
iteeth Cantor). 1100 4 00 p.m Monday
through Thuredey APPLrCATVOta AM DUE
■V 4-OQ PJL, NOV. U, im

NEEDED A ROE TO WESTERN MICrflGAN
OR KALAMAZOO AREA FRIDAY NOV 14TH
WILL HELP WITH QAS MONEY CALL DOUQ
354-8509

HHVlHoin

Oee-4p.
ek-Jtng St.

Joan F. Fraedmen-E V P ExWsorrlnalra
You're doing a super Rti 1 we al apprr carte M
|Srres>l) Thanks for Pie chapter chows' LI L.
your Alpha Pet ssalera

-VOTE TODAY*
NKOUtWUM
GENERAL FEES COMMITTEE
ABentlon PI Keeps
B Pettier. S. Springer. M Meyers. B. Smith. B
Jackrrran. S Gabriel S. MOeoe, T Thnebout
and T. Eggar Thanks a lot for serving our actrves Oreekteal You were al amass even at mel
early hour. We Swat you're the GREATEST.
love vs. me Alpns Pin Pledges

RIDES

Theta CN Voaeybat Tournament

•••VsektoOaUddo'"
ConpaauMona on bsang ate cud Cnentaean
Board Miriam of ma Month' You've done a
super k* as Selections Chatrmeni
WeCarei
Ortenteeon Board

LOST: To Via parson who stoat my green Cat
Bowl Dag at IKS Rec on Wad Keep Ihs dofhee.
•a! return my wasst snd keys lo Ironl desk al
me Rec No gusaaDna aokedl

•The Student Wlsaill Centersi no* accepting apcacaoons tor Peer Consonants ■ rrtereeted atop Dy The Wed (Room
220 Hoarlh Center) 11 00-4 00 p m Monday
through Thursday Appecalion deadens a 4 00
p.m , Novel nboi 17
*/• you mlfXMrftd in pursuing, oraduat* icftool?
Attond the QraduaU School Option,
Huiaimm 11. 7 w>9O0 p.m.. Aaoombly
Room. McFal Cantor A panel of graduate admieatona officers and experts «■*■ dtocuaa many
aspects of graduate school

BG Newi/November 12, MM 6

1 femata roommete tor spring
Ctoss lo cemoua Cat 363-1666

B 2 remaps wrvemoUng roorrrrnetee lor
Spring isiliastsi to Pre In two story house
$363 tot niMetll t utWeal Cat 353-0651
WANTED: FEMALE TO SUBLET A MCE. UKE
HOME APARTMENT FOR SPRING
8EME8TER f aVTERESTED. CAa 363-421 7

HELP WANTED
ACTORS WANTED: 1 mole. 20-40 end 1
terreae. 8-12 One year contract lor al soverns
mg Muat Da eHa lo perform, be photogenic.
Susmlt pnoto and ceeeetto or video, lo be con
aOered lor asateon. Cat 363-2222 tor aarnpta
eolpt WCODLANO MALL. BOWLING GREEN
AOVErTnSMQ SALES REPRESSNTATTVES
lasaded lor The Obatdavi, Otmpua maxxlty
newepapar Gati vaAacM saass sxerlenoe wnes
earning cojiaaatelon and auppomng the
nasepanil. Contact Advemamg Manager Stu
dent Pubaceaona. 214 Wool Het, S a m -5
pm. Mon.-frl. 372-2608
Fun lotaig. rarajrang, and anergeac people
eestatd to M Bartender end waitress poeraons
•tea accepted FloaUe acftaduang tor car
Sal. Pleeee apply tl person to Denrae Tueedty Ihru Sunday after 6 p.m. at The Fun Place
to Work. Button s. Rt 26 N , Perryeburg
Ifatraawuraaas araMed nowi Top Pay! Work at
Horse No onpenence iweOer) Cel Cottage m
rJuaataa 405-360-4082 day or evening
PtiyaeDal Therapy
.. ,AUe-muel be able to work
___. B am and 2 pm . Men -Prl Cat
Weed County Nuntng Home. 64 30 Phone
J66-6411

1

CO-OP CORNER
Graduate students with strong research and
report writing skds. luiowledge of SAS end experience on IBM-PC le needed to work in
marketing department tor large insurance tarn
Junior or Senior C S motor with 3 2 GPA needed to do iraantentnce programming for local
company $350 week to atari1 Excitant
opportunrty1
Qa .eland area parka needs Sophomores or
Juniors aeoteeled In outdoor education or environmental studies who work wet with people
Perfect starting pereo1
Jr or Sr ChemaHry mejor la needed to work for
major environmental agency in greater
Cleveland Musi be lameer with computer data
accsjaatton and data management Don't waMl
Elyne. Ohio health firm Is looking lor accounting
student* who need to gain arork experience
before they graduate Muat be Jr or Sr with
2.7 GPA and seff-motrvated Knowledge of PC
end Lotus helpful Two poeltlone aeaafla1
Toledo area grapfece firm la looking for a Jr. or
Sr. art major tperaalTtrig In deotgn. photography
and audlo-vieuol methods Thai * a perfect
place to gain work experience Stop whet
you're doing and cal!
National corporation a looking lor Islenled Jour
raatam. or PR student with creative writing
afcaa to work with their Human Resource
Manegemanl latuartrrieril. Students w4 work
ctoeefy with employees, news medal, community leaders and other organuoboris Tret la an
outacendlng opportunity1
Tha cat goee out to at Jr or Sr MIS. Acct .
Mklg , or Faience motors with 3 0 GPA to work
for large nettonel financial institution in
Caavasand, Ohio. Student muat have strong accounting akaal. and knowledge of Lotus would
be helpful
W YOU AM LOOKING FOR EXPERIENCE.
CALL $71-3441 We con help!
f "How to find your own co-op or
tTotfnoMp" on Wsoheaday Nov. 129i at
7 30-8 30 pm si 111 South Hal - NOW at lie
Ime to sasn looking for summer opportunities
Don'! rmta I. Cal 372-2461 tor more information.Bring your Co-op slogan and logo dees to
Room 238 Adrian Btog by Nov 24, 1B66IAI
wrvierB wal be announced tl the BG News on
November 26,1966. Questions? Call
372-2451 Over $200 worth ol pruee and gifts
we be given —way eo eel nowlWo can std use
more C S .AooounHng. Procurement 4 ProducInn Menetjaassnl. Merkethg > Seles studanta
tor Spnhg Otmtater CM 372-2461 "EARN A
FUTURE WHLE YOU EARN A DEGREE'

